Continuity properties of factors in polar decompositions of matrices with respect to inde®nite scalar products are studied. The matrix having the polar decomposition and the inde®nite scalar product are allowed to vary. Closely related properties of a self-adjoint (with respect to an inde®nite scalar product) perturbed matrix to have a self-adjoint square root, or to have a representation of the form Ã , are also studied. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Introduction
Let F be the ®eld of real numbers R or the ®eld of complex numbers C. Choose a ®xed real symmetric (if p R) or complex Hermitian (if p C) invertible n Â n matrix H. Consider the scalar product induced by H by the formula xY y hrxY yi, xY y P p n . Here hÁ Y Ái stands for the usual scalar product in p n , i.e., hxY yi n j1
x j y j Y where x and y are the column vectors with components x 1 Y F F F Y x n and y 1 Y F F F Y y n , respectively, and y j y j if p R. The scalar product Á Y Á is nondegenerate (xY y 0 for all y P p n implies x 0), but is inde®nite in general. The vector x P p n is called positive if xY x b 0, neutral if xY x 0 and negative if xY x`0.
Well-known concepts related to scalar products are de®ned in an obvious way. Thus, given an n Â n matrix A over F, the H-adjoint e r is de®ned by exY y xY e r y for all xY y P p n . In that case e r r À1 e Ã r , where e Ã denotes the conjugate transpose of A (with e Ã e T , the transpose of A, if p R). An n Â n matrix A is called H-self-adjoint if e r e (or equivalently, if HA is Hermitian). An n Â n matrix U is called H-unitary if xY y xY y for all xY y P p n (or equivalently, if Ã r r ). In a number of recent papers [8,5±7] decompositions of an n Â n matrix X over F of the form eY 1X1
where U is H-unitary and A is H-self-adjoint, have been studied. By analogy with the standard polar decomposition e, where U is unitary and A is positive semide®nite, decompositions (1.1) are called H-polar decompositions of X. In particular, necessary and sucient conditions on a matrix X to have an H-polar decomposition in various equivalent forms have been established in [5] and further specialized to the particular case where H has exactly one positive eigenvalue in [6] . For H-contractions (i.e., matrices X for which r À r r is semide®nite self-adjoint) and H-plus matrices (i.e., matrices X for which there exists l P 0 such that r uY u P luY u for every u P p n ) these results are special cases of results known for Krein spaces [11, 12, 18, 19] . Essentially, to prove the existence of and to actually construct an H-polar decomposition of a given n Â n matrix X, one needs to ®nd an H-self-adjoint matrix A such that r e 2 Ker Ker eY 1X2
where Ker f stands for the null space of a matrix B [8, 5] . Once A is known, the map eu U 3 u is an H-isometry from the range Im e of A onto the range Im of X, which can be extended to an H-unitary matrix U as a result of Witt's theorem [1, 7] .
In this paper, we study stability properties of H-polar decompositions of a given n Â n matrix X, more precisely, the local problem of specifying those n Â n matrices X over F having an H-polar decomposition where the factors in (1.1) can be chosen to depend continuously on X under small perturbations of X. Our main results on stability of H-polar decompositions are given in Sections 3 and 4. It turns out that, for the case p C, there exist stable H-polar decompositions of X if and only if r r ÀIY 0 Y. In the real case, this condition is only sucient but not necessary, a phenomenon that appears already in the Hilbert space situation (see [15] ). Nevertheless, for p R we give necessary and sucient conditions for the existence of stable H-polar decompositions of X.
In connection with H-polar decompositions, several other classes of matrices relative to an inde®nite scalar product appear naturally, namely, those matrices that can be written in the form r , and those for which there exists an H-selfadjoint square root. We study these classes in Sections 2 and 3. In particular, we characterize those n Â n matrices Y over F which have an H-self-adjoint square root A (i.e., e r e and e 2 ) that depends continuously on Y under small perturbations of Y.
The following notations will be used. The block diagonal matrix with matrices 1 Y F F F Y k on the diagonal is denoted by 1 È Á Á Á È k . The set of eigenvalues (including the nonreal eigenvalues for real matrices) of a matrix X is denoted by r . The norm kek of a matrix A is the operator norm (the largest singular value). We denote by i (resp. i À ) the number of positive (resp. negative) eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix Y, multiplicities taken into account.
Unless indicated otherwise, the results are valid for both the real and the complex case.
Throughout the paper it will be assumed that the inde®nite scalar products involved are genuinely inde®nite, i.e., there exist vectors x and y for which xY x`0`yY y. The problem concerning stability of polar decomposition with respect to a de®nite scalar product has been addressed in [15] ; see also ch. VII of [3] .
We conclude the introduction by recalling the well-known canonical form for pairs eY r , where A is H-self-adjoint. Let t k k denote the k Â k upper triangular Jordan block with k P C on the diagonal and let t k k AE il denote the matrix
where kY l P R, l b 0 and k is necessarily even. Note that although we de®ne two dierent t k 's, it will always be clear from the context which one is meant. We denote by k the k Â k matrix with ones on the south-west north-east diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Then the following characterization of pairs eY r goes back to Weierstrass and Kronecker (see, for example, [13, 20] for a complete proof).
Theorem 1.1. vet r e n invertile rermitin n Â n mtrix @over pA, nd let e P p nÂn e rEselfEdjointF hen there exists n invertile over p suh tht À1 e nd Ã r hve the form
for oth ses (p R or p C), where the signs e 1 Y F F F Y e a re AE1. por given pir eY r , where e is rEselfEdjoint, the nonil form (1.4) nd (1.6) (for p C) or (1.5) nd (1.6) (for p R) is unique up to permuttion of rEorthogE onl omponents in (1.6), nd the sme simultneous permuttion of the orreE sponding loks in (1.4) or (1.5), s the se my eF
Matrices of the form X H X and their stability
We start with a description of matrices of the form r , where r P p nÂn is an invertible Hermitian matrix. We consider the case where the inde®nite scalar product is ®xed, as well as the case where it is allowed to vary. Our ®rst result is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. vet e P p nÂn . hen e r for some P p nÂn nd some inE definite slr produt Á Y Á hr Á Y Ái in p n if nd only if the following two onditions re stisfied:
(i) e is similr to rel mtrixY (ii) det e P 0.
Of course, the condition (i) is trivial if p R. Furthermore, since the eigenvalues of a real matrix are symmetric relative to the real axis and complex conjugate eigenvalues k and " k have the same multiplicities, the condition (ii) in Theorem 2.1 may be replaced by the following:
(iii) iither e is singulrD or e is nonsingulr nd the sum of the lgeri mulE tipliities orresponding to its negtive eigenvlues @if nyA is evenF Proof. The necessity of the conditions (i) and (ii) is easy to see. Indeed, if e r r À1 Ã r , then obviously det e det Ã det j det j 2 P 0. Moreover, e Ã Ã rr À1 rer À1 . In particular, e is similar to e Ã ; this condition is well known and easily seen (using the real Jordan form) to be equivalent to (i).
For the converse, we start with a well-known fact. Let r 1 Y r 2 P p nÂn be Hermitian matrices. Then there exists P p nÂn such that r 1 Ã r 2 if and only if the following two inequalities hold:
Indeed, if (2.1) holds, then the existence of is easily seen upon reducing r 1 and r 2 to diagonal form with 1's, À1's and 0's on the diagonal, via congruence: Assume that e satis®es (i) and (iii). It is well known (see, e.g., Corollary 3.5 of [8] ) that (i) is equivalent to e being r-self-adjoint for some invertible Hermitian matrix r. Note that the problem is invariant under simultaneous similarity of e and congruence of r; in other words, if there is an P p nÂn such that e r , then for any invertible P p nÂn there is a P p nÂn such that À1 e Ã r (in fact, À1 will do), and vice versa. Therefore, without loss of generality we may assume that e and r are given by the canonical form of Theorem 1.1.
It is known (see Theorem 4.4 in [5] , or Theorem 3.1 in the next section for more details) that if e 0 is r 0 -self-adjoint and has no negative or zero eigenvalues, then e 0 r 0 0 0 for some 0 ; moreover, such 0 can also be chosen to be r 0 -self-adjoint. Thus, if the matrix e given by (1.4) or by (1.5) has nonreal or positive eigenvalues, we can complete the proof using this observation and induction on the size of the matrices e and r.
It remains therefore to consider the case when
where
A straightforward inspection shows that the integer i e j kj t kj k j À i e j kj is given by the following table:
0 if k j is even and j T rY 1 if k j is oddY e j À1Y and j T rY À1 if k j is oddY e j 1Y and j T rY 0 if k j is evenY j b rY and e j 1Y À1 if k j is oddY j b rY and e j 1Y 0 if k j is oddY j b rY and e j À1Y À1 if k j is evenY j b rY and e j À1X
2X3
In what follows, we denote by #u the cardinality of a ®nite set u. Therefore,
We obtain both of the inequalities
if and only if
If p r, then condition (iii) guarantees that the signs e j can be assigned in such a way that q 0, so that (2.5) holds. If p b r and r j1 k j is even then #fj T r X k j is oddg is even and then we can take q 0 by assigning the signs e j in a suitable way. If p b r and r j1 k j is odd then we can take the signs e j so that q À1. Take e r1 so that e r1 À1 k r1 1. This can always be done and guarantees that (2.5) will hold. But then also (2.4) holds; by (2.1), there exists P p nÂn such that re Ã r , i.e., e r . This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. Ã If the inde®nite scalar product is kept ®xed in (1.1), then we obtain a related (but dierent) problem: Given an invertible Hermitian r, identify those r-selfadjoint matrices e that can be represented in the form e r for some . This problem has been addressed in the literature (see, e.g., Section VII.2 in [4] , where a solution of this problem is given in the context of in®nite dimensional spaces with inde®nite scalar products and the inequalities (2.4) appear). In fact, using (2.1), it is immediate that e P p nÂn can be written in the form e r for some P p nÂn if and only if the inequalities (2.4) hold. This observation was ®rst made in [18] ; a parametrization of the set of solutions of e r (with ®xed r) is also given in [18] . On the other hand, by following the arguments of the proof of Theorem 2.1, we obtain: Theorem 2.2. vet e P p nÂn e rEselfEdjointD nd let (2.2), where k j`0 if j T r nd k j 0 if j b r, e the prt of the nonil form of eY r tht orresponds to the rel nonpositive eigenvlues of eF hen there exists n P p nÂn suh tht e r , if nd only if the ondition
holds.
Using table (2.3), it is not dicult to see that (2.6) is equivalent to (2.4).
Corollary 2.3. vet e P p nÂn e rEselfEdjoint with det e P 0, nd let a e the numer of odd multipliities ( the sizes of tordn loks) orresponding to the negtive eigenvlues of eF hen there exists n invertile rermitin mtrix r 0 P p nÂn suh tht
nd e r 0 for some F rere dme is the smllest integer greter thn or equl to m. Next, we describe matrices having the form r under small perturbations.
Theorem 2.4. (a) essume tht e P p nÂn is nonsingulr nd hs representtion e r for some P p nÂn nd some indefinite slr produt Á Y Á hr Á Y Ái. hen there exists e b 0 suh tht every mtrix f P p nÂn hs suh representtion provided kf À ek`e nd f is similr to rel mtrixF (b) essume e is s in the prt (a). hen there exists e b 0 suh tht every mtrix f P p nÂn hs representtion f q for suitle P p nÂn , provided kf À ek kq À r k`e nd f is qEselfEdjointF woreover, suh n e hosen so tht
where the onstnt u b 0 depends on e, nd r onlyF (c) gonverselyD ssume tht e P p nÂn is rEselfEdjoint nd singulrF hen for every e b 0 there exists n rEselfEdjoint mtrix f suh tht ke À fk`e nd f does not dmit representtion of the form q for ny invertile rermitin mtrix q P p nÂn .
Proof. Part (a) is immediate from Theorem 2.1, taking into account that det e b 0 and therefore det f b 0 for all nearby matrices f that are similar to a real matrix. For part (b) observe that the inequalities (2.4) hold true. But e is nonsingular, so in fact (2.4) are valid with the equality sign. Since the integers i AE remain constant for all Hermitian matrices suciently close to a given nonsingular Hermitian matrix, we obtain i AE qf i AE q for all Hermitian q suciently close to r, and all matrices f suciently close to e provided f is qself-adjoint. Then f will have the desired form f q . To obtain the inequality (2.7), observe that qf Ã q is close to re Ã r , and therefore (for e small enough) Ã r and Ã q have the same inertia. Now use the result of [17] , according to which can be chosen close to , with k À k of the same order of magnitude as kqf À rek.
For part (c), by Theorem 2.1, we need to exhibit r-self-adjoint matrices f with negative determinant that are arbitrarily close to e. Without loss of generality we can assume that the pair eY r is given by (1.4) and (1.6) if p C, and by (1.5) and (1.6) if p R. Taking blocks together, write
where e 0 is invertible (d j AE1). Denoting by u m the m Â m matrix with 1 in the lower left corner and 0 everywhere else, we let
So, by choosing a j s having suitable signs, we make det f negative, and by choosing a j 's suciently close to zero, we can make f as close to e as we wish. Ã
Matrices having self-adjoint square roots
In this section, we characterize stability of matrices having an r-self-adjoint square root. Clearly, if e P p nÂn has an r-self-adjoint square root, then necessarily e is of the form e r for some r. However, the converse is generally not true, as follows from a description of matrices having an r-selfadjoint square root in terms of the canonical form of Theorem 1.1: Theorem 3.1. vet e n rEselfEdjoint n Â n mtrix over pF hen there exists n rEselfEdjoint mtrix e suh tht e 2 if nd only if the nonil form of Y r hs the following properties: (i) he prt of the nonil form of Y r pertining to eh eigenvlue Àb
(ii) he prt of the nonil form of Y r pertining to the zero eigenvlue n e written s t
woreover, the orresponding prts of the nonil forms of Y r nd eY r re relted s follows:
(a) vet the nonil form of the pir Y r ontin t k a ib È t k a À ibY 2k , where aY b P RY b T 0, nd let k e omplex numer suh tht k 2 a ib. hen the nonil form of the pir eY r ontins either
(c) vet the nonil form of the pir Y r ontin t k l 2 Y e k , where l b 0. hen the nonil form of the pir eY r ontins either t k lY e k or t k ÀlY À1 k1 e k . (d) sf the nonil form of Y r ontins t 1 0Y e, whih is prt of t 3 Y 3 , then the nonil form of eY r ontins t 1 0Y e. (e) vet the nonil form of the pir Y r ontin t k 0 È t kÀ1 0Y e k È e kÀ1 , whih is prt of t 2 Y 2 . hen the nonil form of the pir eY r ontins t 2kÀ1 0Y e 2kÀ1 . woreoverD nonil sis n e hosen in suh wy tht the eigenvetor of e oinides with the eigenE vetor of the k Â k tordn lok of .
(f) vet the nonil form of the pir Y r ontin
hen the nonil form of the pir eY r ontins either t 2k 0Y 2k or t 2k 0Y À 2k . woreoverD nonil sis n e hosen in suh wy tht the eigenvetor of e oinides with the sum of the eigenvetors of the two tordn loks of .
Observe that in general there may be several possible ways to decompose the part of the canonical form of Y r pertaining to the zero eigenvalue into
with the properties described in (3.1). For every such partition, the r-selfadjoint square root e of is described in (a)±(f). The result of Theorem 3.1 is proved in [5] (Lemmas 7.7 and 7.8). We remark that the existence of square roots, without any recourse to the scalar product involved, has been characterized in [10] for complex matrices and in [9] for real matrices.
The following corollary of Theorem 3.1 is easily obtained:
2. e mtrix P p nÂn n e represented in the form 2 for some r P p nÂn nd some indefinite slr produt Á Y Á hr Á Y Ái if nd only if the following onditions re stisfied:
(i) is similr to rel mtrix.
(ii) por every negtive eigenvlue k of (if ny), nd for every positive integer k, the numer of prtil multipliities of orresponding to the eigenvlue k nd equl to k, is even (possily zero).
(iii) sf is singulr, let a 1 P a 2 P Á Á Á P a q P 1 e the prtil multipliities of orresponding to the zero eigenvlueD rrnged in the noninresing orderF hen the inequlities a 2mÀ1 À a
Next, we describe the stability of matrices having r-self-adjoint square roots. It turns out that this property is stable precisely when the matrix is nonsingular.
Theorem 3.3. vet e n rEselfEdjoint mtrix suh tht r ÀIY 0 Y. hen there exist n rEselfEdjoint mtrix e stisfying e 2 nd onstnts dY w b 0, depending on e, nd r only, suh tht for ny qEselfEdjoint mtrix with k À k`d there exists qEselfEdjoint mtrix f stisfying f 2 suh tht ke À fk T wk À kX 3X2
gonversely, let e n it rEselfEdjoint mtrix suh tht e 2 for some e e r nd hs eigenvlues on the nonpositive rel hlfExisF essume further tht ( * ) either hs negtive eigenvlues, or hs no negtive eigenvlues nd the nonzero suspe Ker is not rEdefinite (iFeFD xY x 0 for some nonzero x P Ker ). hen there is ontinuous fmily of mtries a, a P 0Y 1, with the following properties:
(i) 0 .
(ii) ivery a hs the form a a r a for suitle a P p nÂn . (iii) iither ll a re nonsingulr, or ll a re singulr, nd in the ltter se the lgeri multipliity of zero s n eigenvlue of a is onstnt, iFeFD independent of a P 0Y 1.
(iv) a hs no qEselfEdjoint squre root for ny invertile rermitin mtrix q if a b 0. sf the hypothesis ( * ) is not stisfiedD then the onlusions of the theorem still hold with the onditions (ii) nd (iii) repled y the following ones:
(ii H ) ivery a is rEselfEdjointF (iii H ) he lgeri multipliity of zero s n eigenvlue of a, a T 0, is one less thn the lgeri multipliity of zero s n eigenvlue of .
We note that for the inverse statement of the theorem in the complex case, the existence of a matrix a with the properties described in (i)±(iv) in every neighborhood of follows from the results of [16] , using the criteria for the representation in the form r given in Theorem 2.2 and for the existence of an r-self-adjoint square root given in Corollary 3.2. We prefer, however, to provide an explicit construction of the family a. This construction will also be used in the next section.
The proof of Theorem 3.3 will show that in all cases the family a can be chosen in the form a af, where f is a suitable r-self-adjoint matrix. 
Then obviously e 2 and f 2 . Moreover, the integrals over C are r-selfadjoint and q-self-adjoint, respectively, and represent matrices having only positive eigenvalues, whereas the corresponding integrals over C u and C l are each other's r-adjoints (resp. q-adjoints) and represent matrices having their eigenvalues in the ®rst and fourth quadrant, respectively. Consequently, e is r-self-adjoint and f is q-self-adjoint. (b) t m 0 È t mÀ1 0Y e m È mÀ1 for m P 2 and e AE1.
, where e j AE1. Assuming the condition ( * ) holds true, a nilpotent r-self-adjoint perturbation a that yields the result of the converse statement of Theorem 3.3 will be constructed for each case separately.
gonsider the se (a). Let 0 t m 0 È t m 0 and r 0 m È À m where m P 2. We assume in addition that m is the maximal partial multiplicity of . De®ne 0 a t m 0 È t m 0 a, where a is the square matrix of order 2m with a as its 1Y m 1 element, Àa as its 2mY m element and zeros elsewhere, and take a P R. gonsider the se (b). Assume that m is the maximal partial multiplicity of , and that there are no components of type (a) with the same value of m (if there are such components, then we are back to the above consideration of the case (a)). Let 0 t m 0 È t mÀ1 0 with m P 2, and let r 0 e m È mÀ1 . De®ne 0 a 0 a , where a P R and has a one in the 1Y m 1 and 2m À 1Y m positions and zeros elsewhere. One checks that 0 a is r 0 -self-adjoint. The matrix 0 a is nilpotent and r 0 -self-adjoint with, for a T 0 and m b 2, the linearly independent maximal Jordan chains of length m 1 and m À 2, respectively, where the eigenvector comes ®rst. For a T 0 and m 2 we have only the Jordan chain fa 2 e 1 Y e 1 ae 3 Y e 2 g. For a T 0 the canonical form of the pair 0 aY r 0 is easily seen to be t m1 0 È t mÀ2 0Y e m1 È mÀ2 if m b 2 and t 3 0Y e 3 if m 2. Let q be the number of components of type (b) in Y r with the index m equal to the maximal partial multiplicity of . If q is odd, then by applying the above perturbation for each one of these q components, we obtain a continuous family a such that 0 and for nonzero a the matrix a is nilpotent with an odd number of partial multiplicities equal to m 1 and no partial multiplicities equal to m. By Corollary 3.2, such a cannot have a q-selfadjoint square root for any q. If q is even, then we apply the following perturbation to exactly two of these q components:
Namely, we replace t m 0 È t mÀ1 0 È t m 0 È t mÀ1 0 by a a, where the 4m À 2 Â 4m À 2 matrix has 1 in the 1Y m 1, 2m À 1Y m and 1Y 2m positions, e 1 e 2 in the 3m À 1Y m position, and zeros elsewhere. It is not dicult to check that a, a T 0, is nilpotent, r-self-adjoint, and has partial multiplicities m 2Y m À 1Y m À 1Y m À 2. Indeed, denoting AE e 1 e 2 , a with a T 0 and m b 2 has the independent maximal Jordan chains
where the eigenvectors are given ®rst and the lengths are m 2, m À 1, m À 2 and m À 1, respectively. For a T 0 and m 2 we have the Jordan chain fe 2 Y e 1 ae 3 AE ae 5 Y a 2 e 1 AE ae 4 Y AEa 2 e 1 g and the eigenvectors Àe 3 e 4 and e 6 . As a result, we obtain a nilpotent r-self-adjoint family of matrices a having only one Jordan block of size m 2, and all other blocks of size less than m 1 (for nonzero a). By Corollary 3.2, a has no q-self-adjoint square roots for any q, if a T 0.
For the rest of the proof we assume that Y r does not contain components of type (a) or (b).
Consider the case where the pair Y r is given by (c), and assume ®rst that the hypothesis ( * ) holds true. Then not all the signs e j are the same. In particular, p P 2. If p 2, by applying a congruence to r, we assume r to have the form will do. If p P 3, then select three signs among the e j that are not the same, say e j , j 1Y 2Y 3. Applying a congruence to r, we may take r in the form
Then a a , where has 1 in the 1Y 2 and 2Y 3 positions and zeros everywhere else will do. Finally, consider the case (c) with the hypothesis (*) not satis®ed. Then all the signs e j are the same, and the continuous family
and (iv). Ã
We say that an r-self-adjoint square root e of an r-self-adjoint matrix is stle if for every e b 0 there exists d b 0 such that a q-self-adjoint matrix has a q-self-adjoint square root f satisfying kf À ek`e, as soon as k À k`d. Theorem 3.3 shows in particular that there exists a stable r-selfadjoint square root of if and only if r ÀIY 0 Y. Moreover, in this case an r-self-adjoint square root e of is stable if and only if e and Àe no common eigenvalues, and then e is a real analytic function of . This can be proved without diculty using an integral representation of e similar to the integral formula used in the ®rst part of the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Stability of H-polar decompositions
In this section we derive necessary and sucient conditions on an n Â n matrix over p to have an r-polar decomposition e with an r-unitary factor and an r-self-adjoint factor e that depend continuously on . We consider here the case when r has negative eigenvalues or is singular with some Jordan blocks corresponding to the zero eigenvalue have size larger than one. The next section is devoted to the consideration of the remaining cases.
To ®nd an r-polar decomposition of a given n Â n matrix over p one must construct an r-self-adjoint matrix e satisfying (1.2). The r-unitary matrices appearing in the r-polar decomposition e then are the runitary extensions of the r-isometry X Im e 3 Im de®ned by eu u. Our strategy in proving the main stability result of this section is to construct an r-self-adjoint matrix e satisfying (1.2) that depends continuously on , if possible.
Theorem 4.1. vet e n n Â n mtrix over p suh tht r r ÀIY 0 Y. hen there exist n rEselfEdjoint mtrix e stisfying (1.2), n rEunitry mtrix stisfying (1.1), nd onstnts dY w b 0, depending on , e, r, nd only, suh tht for ny pir of n Â n mtries Y q over p with q nonsingulr selfE djoint nd k À k kq À r k`d there exists qEpolr deomposition f of stisfying
woreover, suh n e n e hosen with the dditionl property tht re ÀIY 0 Y. gonversely, let e n n Â n mtrix over p hving n rEpolr deomposition nd suh tht one of the following three onditions re stisfied:
(a) r hs negtive eigenvlues; (b) r r ÀIY 0 f0g nd Ker r T Ker r n ; (c) r r ÀIY 0 f0g nd Ker r n Ker r T Ker . hen in every neighorhood of there is n n Â n mtrix over p suh tht does not hve n rEpolr deompositionF woreover, n e hosen so tht r does not hve qEselfEdjoint squre root for ny invertile selfEdjoint mtrix q.
The case which is left out of Theorem 4.1, namely, when r r ÀIY 0 f0g and the subspace Ker r Ker r n Ker , will be considered in the next section.
Proof. First let have an r-polar decomposition, and assume that r does not have zero or negative eigenvalues. Then by Theorem 3.3 there exists an rself-adjoint matrix e satisfying e 2 r and constants
Note the identity
which yields the estimate
whenever kr À qk T 1 2 kr À1 k À1 . Now apply the inequality (4.2) with q . Taking d b 0 suciently small, in view of (4.3) we can guarantee the inequality k r À k kq À r k`d H , and therefore by (4.2), ke À fk T w HH k À k kr À qk for some constant w HH that depends on and r only. Now (4.1) follows using the formulae e À1 , f À1 . For the converse, assume ®rst that at least one of (a) and (b) is satis®ed. Thus, let r have either negative or zero eigenvalues; if r r ÀIY 0 f0g, it will be assumed that the subspace Ker r is strictly smaller than Ker r n . Let r Y r be in the canonical form (1.4) and (1.6) or (1.5) and (1.6) with respect to some basis fe ij g b mi i1 j1 . Our strategy will be to consider one block at the time, say the block indexed by i 0 , and to only perturb the action of on fe i 0 j g m i 0 j1 while not changing its action on the vectors e ij Y i T i 0 . We will also need to consider several such blocks simultaneously, and to perturb the action of on these blocks only. The following lemma guarantees that such perturbations do not aect the action of r on all other blocks: Lemma 4.2. essume tht r Y r is in the nonil form (1.4) nd (1.6) or (1.5) nd (1.6) with respet to some sis fe ij g b mi i1 j1 . elet n index i 0 , nd let mtrix e defined in suh wy tht for every j, the vetor e i 0 j is liner omintion of e i 0 1 Y F F F Y e i 0 Ymi 0 , wheres e ik e ik if i T i 0 . heñ r e ik r e ik 4X5 here the last equality follows from the canonical form. But also e 2m Y F F F Y e n , and analogously in the cases when r Y r contains one of the components (b)±(d).
gonsider the se (a). We assume that m P 3 is the maximal partial multiplicity of r associated with the zero eigenvalue, and that r Y r does not have components of type (b) with the same m (otherwise, we will consider r Y r as satisfying the case (b); see below). We further assume that the number q of components (a) with the same value of m is odd. Thus, the part of r Y r corresponding to the ®rst 2m À 1q basis vectors has the form
a , where a P R and is the 2m À 1 Â 2m À 1 matrix having a one in the 1Y m 1 and 2m À 1Y m positions and zeros elsewhere. Let a be the n Â n matrix whose part with respect to fe 1 Y F F F Y e 2mÀ1q g is 0 a and which coincides with r with respect to fe 2mÀ1q1 Y F F F Y e n g. In other words, a is equal to the perturbation a described in the case (b) of the proof of Theorem 3.3. Since a (for a T 0) does not admit a q-self-adjoint square root for any q, as we have seen in the proof of Theorem 3.3, to complete the consideration of the case (a) with odd q, we only have to ®nd a depending continuously on a such that a r a a and 0 . Such an a is given as follows: For each block of vectors f kj e 2mÀ1kj , j 1Y F F F Y 2m À 1, where k 0Y F F F Y q À 1 is ®xed, de®ne af kj f kj for j T m 1, and ®x af kYm1 by the requirement that aÀaf k2 f kYm1 f kYm1 , i.e., af kYm1 f kYm1 af k2 . Clearly 0 . It remains to check that a r a a. Fix k P f1Y F F F Y q À 1g. We denote by d pq the Kronecker symbol:
and af kYj f kYj ad jYm1 f k2 À Á . As a result,
where the last term vanishes because m b 2. Consequently,
which implies a r a a, as claimed.
Next, we consider the case (a), still assuming that m is the maximal partial multiplicity of r associated with the zero eigenvalue, but now the number q of components of type (a) with the same m is even. For simplicity of notation, let q 2. Letting r t m 0 È t mÀ1 0 È t m 0 È t mÀ1 0 and r e 1 m È mÀ1 È e 2 m È mÀ1 with respect to the basis vectors e 1 Y F F F Y e 4mÀ2 , we de®ne ae j e j ad jYm1 d jY2m e 2 , where m b 2. Now note that r 0 À ae j Àe 1 ad jYm e m1 e 2m À e 1 a d jYm1
As a result,
where the term proportional to a 2 vanishes because r0e 2 e m and m b 2. Consequently, the part of a r a corresponding to e 2m1 Y F F F Y e n coincides with that of r . In other words, a r a a where a is taken from the proof of the case (a) in Theorem 3.3. Since a has no r-self-adjoint square roots (if a T 0), the same is true for a r a. For the rest of the proof, it will be assumed that the nilpotent part of r has no Jordan blocks of size larger than two.
gonsider the se (c) where e 1. Without loss of generality we can again assume that the corresponding sign is 1. Now the pair r Y r contains a pair t 2 0 È t 1 0Y 2 È 1 with respect to the basis vectors e 1 , e 2 , e 3 . (These vectors are part of the standard basis e 1 Y F F F Y e n in p n ). Also, since has an r-polar decomposition, according to (1.2) and Theorem 3.1 (e), we have Ker span fe 1 Y e 2 Y e 3 g span fe 1 gX Now note that hre j Y e r i d jY2 d jYr for 1 T jY r T 3, so the subspace span fe 2 g is r-positive. Hence (see, e.g., Proposition 1.1 in [13] ) the r-orthogonal complement N of span fe 2 g is r-nondegenerate, r-inde®nite, and contains the nonzero r-neutral vector e 3 . Therefore N contains a vector v satisfying the conditions hrvY e 3 i À1Y hrvY Therefore, a r a has the simple eigenvalue À2a a 2 hrvY vi, and hence by Theorem 3.1, for a suciently close to zero, a r a does not have a q-selfadjoint square root for any q. When the canonical form of r Y r contains several components of the type of case (c), it suces to apply the above perturbation to exactly one of these components and to no other component of the canonical form, in order to create a matrix a such that a r a does not have a q-self-adjoint square root for any a b 0 suciently close to zero.
gonsider the se (d). With respect to the basis vectors e 1 Y e 2 Y e 3 Y e 4 , the pair r Y r is given by t 2 0 È t 2 0Y 2 È À 2 , while is assumed to have an r-polar decomposition. Then there exists an r-self-adjoint matrix e such where e is a nonzero real number close to zero, and let ẽ. Then is close to . A simple computation shows that r has exactly one Jordan block of size two corresponding to the negative eigenvalue Àe 2 . In view of Theorem 3.1, r does not have a q-self-adjoint square root for any q. Ã
Stability of H-polar decompositions: the remaining cases
In this section we continue to study stability of r-polar decompositions, and in particular, we take care of the cases left out of Theorem 4.1. In contrast with Theorem 4.1, we will produce perturbations of that admit r-polar decompositions. Nevertheless, in many cases there are no stable r-polar decompositions.
An r-polar decomposition e is called r-stle if for every e b 0 there is d b 0 such that every matrix P p nÂn admits an r-polar decomposition f with k À k ke À fk`e, as soon as k À k`d.
Theorem 5.1. essume tht P p nÂn dmits n rEpolr deomposition, nd sE sume furthermore tht dim Ker P 1 in the omplex se or dim Ker P 2 in the rel seF hen no rEpolr deomposition of is rEstleF Proof. Let e be an r-polar decomposition of . First of all, note that the set of all possible r-unitary 's in this r-polar decomposition (with a ®xed e) is in®nite. Indeed, such is obtained as a Witt extension of an r-isometry X Im e 3 Im , and the set of all such Witt extensions is a continuum, under the hypotheses of the theorem (see Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 of [7] ).
. We assume that e 1 is chosen in such a way that all its eigenvalues are in the open right half plane. Observe that, once e is ®xed there are just two possibilities for choosing . Indeed, both Im and Im e are r-nondegenerate, and by Theorem 2.6 of [7] (with p 1 and q 0 in the notation of that theorem) there are just two r-unitary Witt extensions, once an isometry mapping Im e onto Im is ®xed. These two are described as follows. Let 0 be the isometry from Im e onto Im . Let v be a vector such that spanfvg r Im c . Since Im is r-nondegenerate we have that either hrvY vi b 0 or hrvY vi`0. Counting the number of negative and positive squares of r, we see that hrvY vi must be positive. So, we may as well take v in such a way that hrvY vi 1. Then AE de®ned by AE ee j 0 ee j e j for j P 2, and AE e 1 AEv are the two Witt extensions of 0 (the vectors e 1 Y F F F Y e n are the standard basis vectors in R n ). We select the one with det AE 1, and denote it in the sequel by .
Let be an arbitrary perturbation of . Then r is close to r . Thus r has a unique eigenvalue k 0 close to zero, and the corresponding eigenvector x 0 is close to e 1 . Then there is an invertible matrix , close to s, such that À1 r k 0 0 0 h 1 Y Ã r 1 0 0 q 1 with h 1 close to g 1 and q 1 close to r 1 . As g 1 is a real matrix which is invertible and has no negative eigenvalues, it has a positive determinant. Hence also det h 1 is positive. Since e 2 1 g 1 , we can apply the ®rst part of Theorem 3.3 (see also the remark at the end of Section 3): there is a f 1 which is q 1 -self-adjoint, close to e 1 and satis®es f 2 1 h 1 . As det r P 0 (by Theorem 2.1) and det h 1 is nonnegative as well, it follows that k 0 is nonnegative. Suppose ®rst that k 0 is positive. Then put
where the sign AE is to be determined later. Then f is r-self-adjoint and close to e and f 2 r , as one readily checks. Moreover, Ker f Ker . So f for some r-unitary matrix . We select the sign in the de®nition of f in such a way that det 1. If k 0 0, we take f in the same way as above. In this case, as was seen in the previous paragraph, there are two Witt extensions of the isometry from Im f to Im . We ®x to be the Witt extension with determinant 1. Obviously, we still have to show that k À k is small. Take
Then x fy for a unique y P spanfe 2 Y F F F Y e n g, and kyk T gkf Now as f 1 is close to e 1 we have that kf À1 1 k is uniformly bounded provided k À k is small enough. So À is small in norm on the n À 1-dimensional r-nondegenerate subspace M Im 0 0 0 f 1 À1 Y more precisely, k jM À jMk T g 1 k À k, where the constant g 1 b 0 is independent of . Now recall that and are real r-unitary, and we have chosen both det and det equal to 1. These conditions determine and completely, provided jM and jM are known. It follows that À is small in norm on the whole space. Ã The proof of Theorem 5.2 shows that, under the hypotheses of this theorem, an r-polar decomposition e is r-stable provided e and Àe have no common nonzero eigenvalues (cf. the remark at the end of Section 3). Moreover, every such r-polar decomposition is vipshitz r-stle, i.e., every suciently close to admits an r-polar decomposition f with k À k ke À fk T gk À k, where the positive constant g is independent of .
Analytic behavior
We conclude the paper with a result concerning the analytic behavior of rpolar decompositions when p C. Let U denote the set of r-unitary matrices, and let A denote the set of r-self-adjoint matrices. Let SPD denote the set of n Â n matrices such that r r ÀIY 0 Y. Observe that SPD is precisely the set of matrices that allow an r-stable r-polar decomposition.
Theorem 6.1. vet X P R m e n open setD nd let q 1 X X 3 SPD e rel nlyti funtion on X. pix x 0 P X, nd let q 1 x 0 0 e 0 e n rEpolr deE omposition with the property tht e 0 hs no negtive eigenvlues @suh n rE polr deomposition exists y heorem RFI). hen there exist rel nlyti funtions q 2 X X 3 U, q 3 X X 3 A, suh tht q 1 x q 2 xq 3 x is n rE polr deomposition for every x P X, nd q 2 x 0 0 , q 3 x 0 e 0 .
Proof. As r r ÀIY 0 Y for every matrix P SPD, the r-self-adjoint square root of r can be taken to depend analytically on , as indicated in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Thus the r-self-adjoint factor in an r-polar decomposition can be chosen to depend analytically on the matrix . Therefore also the r-unitary factor (which is uniquely determined once the r-self-adjoint factor is chosen) depends analytically on the matrix . Ã
